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SUMMARY
This paper addresses the optimal solution for the regulator control problem of Markov jump linear systems
subject to second moment constraints. We can characterize and obtain the solution explicitly using linear
matrix inequalities techniques. The constraints are imposed on the second moment of both the system state
and control vector, and the optimal solution is obtained in a computable form. To illustrate the usefulness of
the approach, specially that for systems subject to abrupt variations and physical limitations, we present an
application for one joint of the European Robotic Arm. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many practical systems are subject to abrupt changes on its modes of operation, and the class of
stochastic systems known as Markov jump linear systems (MJLS) has been proved to be useful to
model a large number of them. We can cite the papers [1–8] and the monograph [9] as a small sample
of recent theoretical developments and applications of MJLS. However, although fairly consolidated
on many of its aspects, the knowledge of MJLS regarding constraints is incipient. Indeed, to the best
of the authors’ knowledge, the paper [10] is unique to handle constraints for MJLS in the complete
state observation setup. The conditions presented in [10] are sufficient only and a certain degree of
conservatism exists. Our approach advances in this topic by introducing a method to compute the
optimal solution (i.e., with no conservatism) for the linear state-feedback control problem of MJLS
with second moment constraints.
Consider the following discrete-time Markovian jump system:
xkC1 D Akxk CBkuk CHkwk , 8k > 0, x0 2 R
n, 0 2S , (1)
where xk , uk , and wk , k D 0, 1, : : : are processes taking values, respectively, in Rn, Rm, and Rq ,
which denote the system state, control, and additive noisy input. The process fkg represents a
discrete-time homogeneous Markov chain taking values in a finite set S D f1, : : : , g, and the
matrix parameters Ak D Ai , Bk D Bi , and Hk D Hi are given whenever k D i 2 S , k > 0.
The noisy input fwkg forms an independent and identically distributed process with zero mean and
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covariance matrix equal to the identity for all k > 0. We also assume that .,F , fFkg,P/ is a fixed
probability space for (1), where fFkg represents the filtration, and each Fk , k > 0 corresponds to
the  -field generated by .x0, 0, : : : , xk , k/. Both xk and k are completely available and hence
completely observed at the kth stage.
To measure the performance of the system (1), we consider the usual quadratic cost of N stages







where Ex0,0 Œ EŒjx0, 0, and the matrices Ck and Dk , k > 0 are known whenever k 2S .
It is well known that most of the practical realizations of control systems are subject to physical
limitations, typically because of the saturation of actuators, limitations on the current or voltage in
the involved electronic circuits, safety on operating conditions or economical requirements, among
others [11], and in the solution to the optimal control, it is important to take these constraints into
consideration. In the deterministic scenario (i.e., with k  1 and wk  0), the usual approach sug-
gests hard constraints to deal with limitations on the system state and control vectors [12–14]. But
this strategy is meaningless in the stochastic context because the random values may easily drive
either the system state or control actions to an infeasible region [15]. A more natural and reason-
able strategy in this case consists in taking constraints related to the expected value operator. This
paper contributes toward this direction by introducing constraints on the second moment of both the
system state xk and control action uk , k > 0, as follows.
Consider ' W Rn 7! Rn as the operator of the componentwise square vector, that is, for a given
vector ´ D Œ´Œ1, : : : , ´Œn0 2 Rn, one has that '.´/ D Œ´2Œ1, : : : , ´
2
Œn
0. Using this operator, we can
impose second moment constraints on the system (1) as
EŒ'.xk/ < ık and EŒ'.uk/ < k , 8k > 0, (3)
where fıkg and fkg denote arbitrary sequences of positive orthants from Rn and Rq , respectively.
Although the format of (3) allows us to impose adequate bounds for the covariance matrix of xk and
uk , it also allows us to set amplitude bounds for the expected value of xk and uk (see Section 3 for
further details and a numerical application).
Control actions in the linear state-feedback format are vital in many practical applications, mainly
due to their simple implementation and maintenance; see, for instance, the schemes of linear control
implementation in [16, Chapter 4.3] based on electronic operational amplifiers and in [17] based
on valves, transmitters, and other industrial devices. The easiness of synthesis and applications
motivates us to constrain the control action in the usual linear state-feedback form as
uk DGk .k/xk , 8k > 0, (4)
where Gk .k/ is a gain matrix of dimension m  n to be determined for each k > 0. Note that
the linear feedback form as in (4) in fact attains the optimum in the unconstrained control problem
[4; 9, Chapter 4]. To clarify the control structure, let us assume that G.k/ D fG1.k/, : : : ,G.k/g,
k D 0, : : : ,N is a gain matrix sequence as in (4), and let G be the set made up by all admissible
gain sequences.
The novelty of this paper is that it introduces a method to minimize the cost (2) subject to the
second moment inequalities (3) and linear control synthesis (4). Namely, we present the solution for
the following underlying constrained control problem:
J N .x0, 0/ WD min
fG.0/,:::,G.N/g2G
JN .x0, 0/ s.t. (1)–(4). (5)
The solution of the control problem proposed in (5) is given in terms of the linear matrix inequality
(LMI) approach [18–20]. Namely, the control problem is rewritten in terms of an LMI convex
optimization problem and this enables us to obtain the corresponding constrained optimal solution.
Hence, there is no conservatism on our approach and the constrained stochastic control problem
in (5) is feasible if and only if our LMI conditions are valid.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic notation and concepts, and the main
result. The main result, concerning the optimal solution for the constrained control problem, is
presented in Theorem 2.1. Finally, in Section 3, we present an application of the derived optimal
solution to control one joint of the European Robotic Arm (ERA) with constraints.
2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND MAIN RESULT
Let Rr denote the r th dimensional Euclidean space with the usual norm k  k. Let Mr ,s
represent the linear space formed by all r  s real matrices. Let Sr ,r represent the normed
linear subspace of Mr ,r given by all symmetric matrices such as fU 2Mr ,r W U D U 0g, where
U 0 denotes the transpose of U . Consider also Sr0 (SrC) its closed (open) convex cone of
positive semi-definite (definite) matrices fU 2 Sr ,r W U > 0 .> 0/g. Set S D f1, : : : , g, and let
Mr ,s D fU D .U1, : : : ,U/ W Ui 2Mr ,s , i 2S g. The identity element of Mr ,r is denoted by I, that
is, V I D IV D V whenever V 2Mr ,r . We denote by Sr0 (SrC) the set made up by Ui 2 Sr0
(Ui 2 SrC) for all i 2S . Given U ,V 2Mr ,r , we employ the ordering U > V (U > V ) meaning
that Ui  Vi is positive definite (semi-definite) for each i 2 S and similarly for other mathemat-
ical relations. Recalling the Schur complement lemma [18, p. 7], given U 2Mr ,n, V 2 SrC, and
S 2 SnC, we have






Consider trfg as the trace operator. Define the inner product on the space Mr ,s as







, 8V ,U 2Mr ,s .
We denote by ei , i D 1, : : : , r , the vector with 1 in the i th coordinate and 0 elsewhere, thus
















75 , 8U 2 Sr0.
The transition probability matrix is denoted by P D Œpij  for all i , j 2S . The state of the Markov
chain at a certain time k is determined according to an associated probability distribution .k/ on
S , namely, i .k/ WD Pr.k D i/.




pj iUj , i D 1, : : : , , 8U 2 S
r0. (6)







, 8i 2S , (7)
where 1 fg stands for the Dirac measure. Setting X.k/D fX1.k/, : : : ,X.k/g 2 Sn0, k > 0, we are
able to express an equivalent form of evaluating (7) and the corresponding cost (2).
Proposition 2.1
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, 8k > 0, (9)
with Xi .0/D x0x001 f0Dig for each i 2S .
The result of Proposition 2.1 provides a convenient way to compute the cost JN .x0, 0/, yet
with no constraints. To expand upon the control problem with constraints, let us first show that
























75 2 Rn, 8k > 0.

























75D  .X.k//, 8k > 0,
which shows the claim. A similar reasoning, combined with (4), leads to the other identity
EŒ'.uk/D  .G.k/X.k/G.k/
0/, 8k > 0.
The next result is a straightforward consequence of these identities.
Lemma 2.1
The constraints in (3) hold if and only if
 .X.k// < ık and  .G.k/X.k/G.k/
0/ < k for each k > 0. (10)
Remark 2.1
In view of Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1, the control problem of finding the minimum J N .x0, 0/
as stated in (5) can be recasted as that of finding a gain sequence G.k/, k D 0, : : : ,N that mini-
mizes (8) subject to (9) and (10). The optimization problem in the setting of (8)–(10) is nonlinear
with respect to G.k/, k D 0, : : : ,N , and this represents a barrier toward the solution. To overcome
this difficulty, we provide in the sequel a form of expressing that nonlinear problem as a convenient
LMI one.
2.1. Preliminary results for the LMI representation
Given an admissible gain sequence G.k/ D fG1.k/, : : : ,G.k/g 2 Mm,n, k > 0, we denote the
corresponding closed loop matrices by
A.k/D ACBG.k/ and C.k/D C CDG.k/, 8k > 0.
The proof of the next result is available in Appendix.
Lemma 2.2
The constraints (8)–(10) are feasible if and only if for each sufficiently small constant 	 > 0, there
corresponds a matrix sequence P.k/D P .k/ 2 Sn0, k > 0, such that
JN .x0, 0/ 6
NX
kD0
hC.k/0C.k/,P.k/i 6 JN .x0, 0/C 	 (11)
where
T .A.k/P.k/A.k/0C .k/HH 0/P.kC 1/ < 0, P.0/DX.0/, (12)
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 .P.k// < ık , and  .G.k/P.k/G.k/
0/ < k , 8k > 0. (13)
Let us now consider the following optimization problem with L 2 SnC, R.k/ 2 SnC, W.k/ 2







W.k/ C.k/T .R.k  1//
? T .R.k  1//








R.k/ .k/HH 0 A.k/T .R.k  1//
? T .R.k  1//

> 0, k D 1, : : : ,N  1I (17)

R.0/ .0/HH 0 A.0/L
? L

> 0I LX.0/ > 0I (18)
 .T .R.k  1/// < ık , k D 1, : : : ,N  1,  .L/ < ı0I (19)

V.k/ G.k/T .R.k  1//
? T .R.k  1//






> 0 with  .V.0// < 0. (21)
The symbol ? represents the symmetric of block .1, 2/.
Lemma 2.3
There holds 
D JN .x0, 0/.
Proof
The proof is divided into two parts.
Part 1: [We show that (11)–(13)) (14)–(21) and that 
 6 JN .x0, 0/.]
With (11)–(13) being valid, then for a given 	 > 0, there exist P.k/D P .k/, k D 0, : : : ,N , and
sufficiently small positive constants 0, 1, : : : , N1, such that
Ti .A.k/P.k/A.k/
0C.k/HH 0/Pi .kC1/ < Ti .kI/ < 0, 8i 2S , k D 0, : : : ,N1. (22)
But if we set
Ri .k/D Ai .k/Pi .k/Ai .k/
0C i .k/HiH
0
i C kI ,
then we obtain Ti .R.k// < Pi .kC 1/. Hence,
Ri .k/ i .k/HiH
0
i > Ai .k/Pi .k/Ai .k/
0
> Ai .k/Ti .R.k  1//Ai .k/
0, k D 1, : : : ,N  1. (23)
Applying the Schur complement lemma in (23), we obtain the inequality in (17) for each
k D 1, : : : ,N , and taking P.0/DX.0/ in (23), we obtain (18).
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Before showing (19)–(21), note first that  ./ is a linear operator so that we can write
 .P.k// >  .T .R.k  1/// , k D 1, : : : ,N  1.
Thus, the left-hand side inequality of (13) implies (19). If, in addition, we consider a slack variable
V.k/ 2 SnC, k > 0, such that
 .V.k// < k and V.k/ > G.k/P.k/G.k/
0, 8k > 0,
then the Schur lemma guarantees both (20) and (21). Let us now choose a sufficiently small number
 > 0 to define
W .k/D C.k/P.k/C.k/0C I , k D 0, : : : ,N . (24)
Note from the inequality P.k/ > T .R.k  1// that
W .k/ > C.k/T .R.k  1//C.k/0, k D 1, : : : ,N .
These inequalities imply (15), and (16) also follows because P.0/DX.0/.
Now, we show that (11) implies that 
 6 JN .x0, 0/. Indeed, we have from (11) and (24) that






hW .k/, Ii  .N C 1/ . (25)
With 





hW .k/, Ii D inf
NX
kD0
hW.k/, Ii D 
,
we can conclude from (25) that 	 C JN .x0, 0/ > 
, and taking 	 # 0, we have JN .x0, 0/ > 
.
This argument completes the proof of the Part 1.
Part 2: [We show that (14)–(21)) (11)–(13) and that 
 > JN .x0, 0/].
Combining (17) and the Schur lemma, we have
Ri .k/ > Ai .k/Ti .R.k  1//Ai .k/
0C i .k/HiH
0
i , k D 1, : : : ,N  1, 8i 2S . (26)
Set P.k/ D T .R.k  1// for each k D 1, : : : ,N . Now, we can apply the linear operator T ./ on
both sides of (26) to obtain
P.kC 1/D T .R.k// > T .AP.k/A0C .k/HH 0/, k D 1, : : : ,N  1, (27)
which shows (12) for k D 1, : : : ,N  1. If one sets P.0/DX.0/ in (18), then one obtains (12)
for k D 0.
From (15), we have
W.k/ > C.k/T .R.k  1//C.k/0 D C.k/P.k/C.k/0, k D 1, : : : ,N , (28)
and from (16), we have W.0/ > C.0/P.0/C.0/0. These inequalities and the Schur lemma applied















hC.k/0C.k/,X.k/i D JN .x0, 0/,
which implies that 
 > JN .x0, 0/. This argument completes the proof. 
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2.2. LMI formulation and the main result
Our development at this point allows us to establish the LMI convex formulation that assuredly
computes the minimum J N .x0, 0/ as in (5). Firstly, note that the gain sequenceG.k/, k D 0, : : : ,N
was taken fixed into the equations (14)–(21). If G.k/ is taken to be a variable, then we obtain a
nonlinear formulation from (14)–(21), and this fact poses an important drawback, mainly for the
numerical viewpoint. An alternative LMI derivation can be constructed to overcome this difficulty,
as follows. Let us apply into (14)–(21) the change of variables [18, p. 193]
Z.k/DG.k/T .R.k  1//, k D 1, : : : ,N , and Z.0/DG.0/L. (29)
Note that this change of variables produces the following LMI optimization problem on the matrix







W.k/ CT .R.k  1//CDZ.k/
? T .R.k  1//








R.k/ .k/HH 0 AT .R.k  1//CBZ.k/
? T .R.k  1//

> 0, k D 1, : : : ,N  1I (33)

R.0/ .0/HH 0 ALCBZ.0/
? L

> 0I LX.0/ > 0I (34)
 .T .R.k  1/// < ık , k D 1, : : : ,N  1,  .L/ < ı0I (35)

V.k/ Z.k/
? T .R.k  1//






> 0 with  .V.0// < 0. (37)
The next result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3 linked with (29).
Theorem 2.1
The LMI problem (30)–(37) is such that 
 D J N .x0, 0/. Moreover, the control action as in (4) is
optimal for the problem in (5) provided that
G.k/DZ.k/T .R.k  1//1, k D 1, : : : ,N  1, and G.0/DZ.0/L1.
Remark 2.2
The LMI formulation in (30)–(37) provides the optimal solution for the constrained control prob-
lem posed in (5). To illustrate this result, an application for one joint of the ERA is addressed in the
next section.
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3. APPLICATION
In this section, the usefulness of the result in Theorem 2.1 is demonstrated by means of an
application for the model of one joint of the ERA, see [21–23].
The ERA system, represented by the block diagram of Figure 1, is a continuous-time system
subject to failures that impose abrupt changes in the system dynamics [22,23]. These failures affect
the parameter values of both the constant motor torque FKt and the input inertial axis FIm , and these
variations are assumed here to be driven by an homogeneous Markov chain with a given probability
matrix, according to the values of Table I. Associating these values with the continuous-time ERA
system of [22] and employing a zero-order hold with sampling period of 0.05 ms, we obtain the




1 0.05 ai1 a
i
2
0 1 ai3 a
i
4
0 0 ai5 a
i
6












77775uk C 0.1wk , k D i 2S , k > 0, (38)




1, : : : , b
i
4 are shown in Table II. Taking







Figure 1. Block diagram of one joint of the European Robotic Arm.
Table I. Jump parameters for the motor torque and input inertial axis
for the ERA system, according to the application of Section 3.
Parameters i D 1 i D 2 i D 3 i D 4 i D 5 i D 6
FKt .i/ 1 1 1.2 1.2 0.12 0.12
FIm.i/ 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5
Table II. Parameter values of the discrete-time Markov jump system in (38), which represents
one joint of the European Robotic Arm system subject to failures, in accordance with the
application of Section 3.
Parameters i D 1 i D 2 i D 3 i D 4 i D 5 i D 6
ai1 1.3864 1.8277 1.3864 1.8277 1.3864 1.8277
ai2 0.028 0.0449 0.028 0.0449 0.028 0.0449
ai3 29.2528 3.2249 29.2528 3.2249 29.2528 3.2249
ai4 1.3864 1.8277 1.3864 1.8277 1.3864 1.8277
ai5 0.6453 0.9984 0.6453 0.9984 0.6453 0.9984
ai6 0.0168 0.0009 0.0168 0.0009 0.0168 0.0009
ai7 34.7158 3.5259 34.7158 3.5259 34.7158 3.5259
ai8 0.6453 0.9984 0.6453 0.9984 0.6453 0.9984
bi1 0.0009 0.0012 0.0011 0.0015 0.0001 0.0001
bi2 0.0231 0.0107 0.0277 0.0129 0.0028 0.0013
bi3 0.0008 0.0011 0.0046 0.001 0.0001 0.0001
bi4 0.0176 0.0019 0.0211 0.0023 0.0021 0.0002
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(xŒ3,k and xŒ4,k) represent the angle position and angular velocity of the internal (output) axis
of the ERA system, respectively, and the control variable uk 2 R denotes the electric current that
flows into the terminal of the motor. Measurement imprecisions from their sensors are represented
by the additive noise wk 2 R4. The information on both the system state xk and the Markov state k
is available for every k > 0, and this allows us to determine the linear state-feedback control with
constraints as follows.
It is known that the maximal electric power consumed by the motor must be constrained to a
certain value due to safety reasons, so that we assume the amplitude of the expected value of the
electric power to not exceed 100 W, that is, EŒ%k < 100, where the electric power applied to the
motor is %k D u2kr , k > 0. Assuming that the internal resistance of the motor is r D 1 , we have
EŒ%kD EŒu
2
kD EŒ'.uk/ < 100, 8k > 0. (39)
Note that the inequality in (39) assures that the electric power limit is obeyed. In addition, let us set
EŒ'.xk/ < Œ460 460 460 460
0, 8k > 0, (40)




1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
3
75 , D0i 

0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

, 8i 2S ,




0.9 0.07 0.03 0 0 0
0.7 0.1 0.05 0.15 0 0
0.85 0.05 0.1 0 0 0
0.6 0.05 0.05 0.25 0.05 0
0.6 0 0 0 0.35 0.05














Theorem 2.1 is evaluated with N D 30 for both the unconstrained and constrained control prob-
lems. Although both solutions respect the bounds proposed in (40), the safety limit of the electric































Figure 2. Second moment trajectory of the control EŒ'.uk/, k > 0, for the European Robotic Arm (ERA)
system according to the application of Section 3. The picture indicates the electric power consumed by the
ERA motor and is subject to a safety limit, which is violated in the unconstrained case.
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E[ 2[2] ], ,
Figure 3. The curves represent the first and second moment values for the angle position xŒ1,k , the angular
velocity xŒ2,k , and the motor electric current uk of the European Robotic Arm (ERA) system. The quan-
tity EŒu2
k
 denotes the electric power consumed by the ERA motor, which obeys the safety limit of 100 W,
according to the application of Section 3.
This fact reinforces the importance of the approach of Theorem 2.1, which is able to provide the
optimal solution while maintaining the physical constraints under a desired level.
The optimal constrained cost, obtained from the corresponding numerical evaluation, is

 D J N .x0, 0/D 1.6982 10
4.
In order to clarify the behavior of the ERA system under a long-term plan, we associate the
receding horizon control strategy with the constrained system (38)–(40) (see [4, 15, 24], and the
references therein for further details on receding horizon control). The corresponding numerical
evaluation for both the first and second moments of the angle position and angular velocity of the
internal axis, and electric current, is depicted in Figure 3. Note in the figure that EŒxŒ`,k ! 0





< 1, ` D 1, 2. In fact, this holds for ` D 1, 2, 3, 4. This evi-
dence allows us to conclude that the ERA system (38) is not only asymptotically stable in the mean
(i.e., EŒxk! 0 as k !1) but also second moment stable (i.e., supk>0 EŒ'.xk/ <1) (see [25]
for a discussion on these stochastic stability concepts).
APPENDIX A
Proof of Lemma 2.2
The goal here is to show that (8)–(10) suffice to (11)–(13). The contrary implication, that is,
(11)–(13) suffice to (8)-(10), is immediate if one takes 	! 0 into Lemma 2.2.
Let us assume that (8)–(10) hold. For the sake of notational simplicity, set†.k/D T ..k/HH 0/,
for each k > 0, and




, 8U 2 Sn0, 8k > 0.
Thus (9) is identical to
X.kC 1/D T .k,X.k//C†.k/, 8k > 0. (A.1)
Take P.0/DX.0/. Given 	 > 0, define P .1/DX.1/C 	I. Hence,
P .1/ > X.1/D T .0,P.0//C†.0/,
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which shows (12) for k D 0. Now setting k D 1 in (A.1), we have
X.2/CT .1, 	I/D T .1,X.1/C 	I/C†.1/D T .1,P .1//C†.1/. (A.2)
But if we let P .2/DX.2/CT .1, 	I/C 	I, then we obtain from (A.2) that
P .2/ > T .1,P .1//C†.1/,




T .j , 	I/C 	I, k D 2, : : : ,N ,
one can show (12) for every k D 2, : : : ,N . Moreover, to show (13), it suffices to rescale 	 > 0, if
necessary, to set P .k/, k D 1, : : : ,N , to satisfy the inequalities
 .X.k// <  .P .k// < ık and  .G.k/X.k/G.k/
0/ <  .G.k/P .k/G.k/0/ < k ,
when k > 0.
Finally, by considering that the N th horizon is finite, we can set an arbitrary N	 > 0 by adjusting






hC.k/0C.k/, T .j , 	I/C 	Ii.















hC.k/0C.k/,P .k/i D J N .x0, 0/C N	.
This argument completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
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